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AGENDA
•1 Market Landscape
• Mortgage rates | Historical prepayments

•2 YTD Model Performance
• Yield Book (Current and v21.7) and Bloomberg (BAM) vs Actuals

•3 Forward Looking Prepayment Projections
• Summary of changes | Comparison of results
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MARKET LANDSCAPE
Mortgage Rates

1/1/2020
10-Year TSY: 1.92
15-Year Rate: 3.19
30-Year Rate: 3.74

7/31/2020
10-Year TSY: 0.53
15-Year Rate: 2.51
30-Year Rate: 2.99

12/30/2020
10-Year TSY: 0.92
15-Year Rate: 2.19
30-Year Rate: 2.66

8/11/2020
10-Year TSY: 1.35
15-Year Rate: 2.10
30-Year Rate: 2.77

11/8/2018
10-Year TSY: 3.24
15-Year Rate: 4.33
30-Year Rate: 4.94
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MARKET LANDSCAPE
Mortgage rates at/near all-time lows, will recent selloff push mortgage rates higher?
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MARKET LANDSCAPE
Historical Prepayments: 15-Year MBS

W2D means “worst-to-deliver” – these speeds do not include collateral such as loan balance, 100% NY, 100% Investor, etc
Source: Bloomberg
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MARKET LANDSCAPE
Historical Prepayments: 20-Year MBS

W2D means “worst-to-deliver” – these speeds do not include collateral such as loan balance, 100% NY, 100% Investor, etc
Source: Bloomberg
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MARKET LANDSCAPE
Historical Prepayments: 30-Year MBS

W2D means “worst-to-deliver” – these speeds do not include collateral such as loan balance, 100% NY, 100% Investor, etc
Source: Bloomberg
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PRIMARY/SECONDARY SPREAD
What is it?

Primary/Secondary Spread
• Difference between the actual (Primary) mortgage rate
and the “par” coupon rate for an MBS (Secondary).

• For example, if a lender makes a 30-year mortgage at a
rate of 3.50% and the par coupon rate is 2.00%...
• The Primary/Secondary spread is 1.50% (150 bps).
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PRIMARY/SECONDARY SPREAD
5-Year History, Substantial Decline, What could it mean for future mortgage rates?

1

5-Year Average is 1.25%

2

Currently at 1.27% after spending
much of 2020 extremely elevated

This is an important gauge
of determining future
mortgage rates
Mortgage rates can decline
even though benchmark
Treasury yields have moved
higher
This is a large driver of
prepayment estimates as
models use it to determine
what mortgage rates will be
in the future

Source: Bloomberg, Freddie Mac, Vining Sparks
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Model Performance YTD
Things you should keep in mind

• In order to give the truest sense of model performance, we do not
backfill projections
• Yield Book’s current model (v21.6) was last updated in Oct. 2020
• We refer to as YB Proj. on the following pages

• Yield Book scheduled to update prepayment model on August 26th

• We include how this model would have performed if in effect during 2021
• We refer to as YB New (v21.7) on the following pages

• Bloomberg last updated their prepayment model Jan. 2021
• We refer to as BAM Proj. on the following pages
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Model Performance YTD
Select 15-Year Cohorts

W2D means “worst-to-deliver” – these speeds do not include collateral such as loan balance, New York, 100% investor, etc
YB New (v21.7) scheduled for 8/26/2021 release. In this context, it displays how the model would have compared to actuals if it had been in effect during 2021.
Source: Bloomberg, Yield Book, Vining Sparks
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Model Performance YTD
Select 15-Year Cohorts – Prepay Protection 100% New York

W2D means “worst-to-deliver” – these speeds do not include collateral such as loan balance, New York, 100% investor, etc
YB New (v21.7) scheduled for 8/26/2021 release. In this context, it displays how the model would have compared to actuals if it had been in effect during 2021.
Source: Bloomberg, Yield Book, Vining Sparks
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Model Performance YTD
Select 20-Year Cohorts

W2D means “worst-to-deliver” – these speeds do not include collateral such as loan balance, New York, 100% investor, etc
YB New (v21.7) scheduled for 8/26/2021 release. In this context, it displays how the model would have compared to actuals if it had been in effect during 2021.
Source: Bloomberg, Yield Book, Vining Sparks
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Model Performance YTD
Select 30-Year Cohorts – Generic 2.5s and 125k Max Loan Balance

W2D means “worst-to-deliver” – these speeds do not include collateral such as loan balance, New York, 100% investor, etc
YB New (v21.7) scheduled for 8/26/2021 release. In this context, it displays how the model would have compared to actuals if it had been in effect during 2021.
Source: Bloomberg, Yield Book, Vining Sparks
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Model Performance YTD
Select GNMA 30-Year Jumbo 2.5 Pools

W2D means “worst-to-deliver” – these speeds do not include collateral such as loan balance, New York, 100% investor, etc
YB New (v21.7) scheduled for 8/26/2021 release. In this context, it displays how the model would have compared to actuals if it had been in effect during 2021.
Source: Bloomberg, Yield Book, Vining Sparks
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Yield Book Model Update
Move from Version 21.6 to 21.7 scheduled August 26th, 2021

• Updated home price appreciation (HPA) assumptions that drive
stronger cash-outs and turnover
• PIW/media/burnout effects recalibrated to better reflect faster than
expected speeds in 2020 and 2021

• P/S spread baseline will normalize around end of 2022, lower long-term
baseline due to efficiency gains from technology
• Removed the Adverse Market Refinance Fee
• Incorporate FNMA RefiNow / FHLMC RefiPossible programs
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Projected Prepay Differences
Yield Book TBA-Mortgage Comparison
Conventional 15yr Generic Comparisons

• Conventional 15-Years faster,
less so than 30-Year, prepay
protection helps
Conventional 30yr Generic Comparisons

Source of table: Yield Book, Citi

• Conventional 30-Years faster,
lower coupons less affected,
prepay protections helps

Source of table: Yield Book, Citi

GNMA II 30yr Generic Comparisons

• G2-30-Years mixed in shortterm, slower long-term across
the stack

Source of table: Yield Book, Citi
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Projected Prepay Differences
More granular – Investments Alternatives Matrix MBS Yield Comparison 8/10/2021

Source: Yield Book, Vining Sparks
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Projected Prepay Differences
Investments Alternatives Matrix CMO Yield Comparison 8/10/2021

• Broadly speaking, changes are more apparent in structured
mortgage products (CMOs), especially early pay tranches of
those collateralized with high(er) coupon 30-Year MBS.
• For those more active in cut-coupon CMOs, less likely to see
drastic changes.
Source: Yield Book, Vining Sparks
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Investment Considerations
YB Model update better reflects current environment – does not change strategy of most investors

• As always, best to consider a range of prepayments, rely on robust models
• Trading extension risk for stability of income favors many balance sheet
structures
• Down in coupon trades
• Potential to harvest gains and/or offset losses elsewhere
• Prepay protection on mortgages include loan balance pools, 100% New York
pools, etc
• Cut down coupon CMOs, and low coupon MBS
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I appreciate your time, I know it’s valuable.
Kevin A. Smith, CFA
ksmith@viningsparks.com
901-766-3075
INTENDED FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS ONLY. The information included herein has been obtained from sources deemed reliable, but it is not in any way guaranteed, and it,
together with any opinions expressed, is subject to change at any time. Any and all details offered in this publication are preliminary and are therefore subject to change at any time.
This has been prepared for general information purposes only and does not consider the specific investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of any individual or
institution. This information is, by its very nature, incomplete and specifically lacks information critical to making final investment decisions. Investors should seek financial advice as to
the appropriateness of investing in any securities or investment strategies mentioned or recommended. The accuracy of the financial projections is dependent on the occurrence of
future events which cannot be assured; therefore, the actual results achieved during the projection period may vary from the projections. The firm may have positions, long or short, in
any or all securities mentioned. Member FINRA/SIPC.

